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E XTENDED A BSTRACT

This work presents simple pipelines for visual image retrieval exploiting image representations
based on convolutional networks (ConvNets), and demonstrates that ConvNet image representations
outperform other state-of-the-art image representations on six standard image retrieval datasets.
ConvNet based image features have increasingly permeated the field of computer vision and are
replacing hand-crafted features in many established application domains. Much recent work has illuminated the field on how to design and train ConvNets to maximize performance (Simonyan et al.,
2013; Girshick et al., 2014; Chatfield et al.; Zeiler & Fergus, 2014; Azizpour et al., 2014) and also
how to exploit learned ConvNet representations to solve visual recognition tasks (Oquab et al., 2014;
Donahue et al., 2014; Fischer et al., 2014; Razavian et al., 2014). We have built on these findings to
tackle visual image retrieval.
Beside the performance, another issue for visual instance retrieval is the dimensionality and memory
requirements of the image representation. Usually two separate categories are considered, for which
we report the results. These are the small footprint representations encoding each image with less
than 1kbytes and the medium footprint representations which have dimensionality between 10k and
100k. The small regime is required when the number of images is huge and memory is a bottleneck,
while the medium regime is more useful when the number of images is less than 50k. In our pipeline
for the small we extract the features for 576×576 images, and for medium we use those features
combined with the spatial search method described in (Azizpour et al., 2014). Furthermore, inspired
by the recent work of Chatfield et al. (2014), we report the results also for a tiny representation
(Torralba et al., 2008; Jégou et al., 2012; Arandjelović & Zisserman, 2013; Jégou & Zisserman,
2014). We define a tiny image representation as one that takes 32bytes or less to store and is learnt
independently of the test dataset. Such a compressed representation would allow large scale searches
to be completed on mobile phones (Panda et al., 2013) or on the cloud (Quack et al., 2004).
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R ESULTS S UMMARY

To evaluate our model, we used two networks. First, one which we refer to as AlexNet Krizhevsky
et al. (2012) is the publicly available network implemented by caffe. The second network which
we call OxfordNet has the same structure as (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015) except the network that
we trained has 256 kernels at the final convolutional layers as opposed to the Oxford paper with
512 kernels. Among available alternatives we used last convolutional layers response followed by a
max pooling operation as the basic representation for small regime retrieval. For tiny representation,
we quantized the basic representation and for medium regime, we followed Azizpour et al. (2014)
but optimized the parameters. The details of our pipeline is presented in table 1 (we extract square
patches of L different sizes in the search).
Spat. search

ConvNet rep

Rep. Post-processing

Matching

Rep.

L

max-pool grid sz

Norm. PCA Quant. Pow. norm. Norm.

Dist. met.
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4

2×2

L2
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L2
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1

1×1
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4 bits

α=2

L1

city-block
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1

1×1

none

no

1 bit

no

none

cosine

Table 1: Parameter settings for the representations of different memory footprint studied in this work.
The parameters are listed from left to right in the order in which they are applied especially in regard to the
post-processing. The heading PCA refers to the process of PCA whitening and PCA dimensionality reduction.
Norm. refers to the normalization that is applied to the representation extracted from 576×576 image patches.
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We report results on six standard image retrieval datasets: Oxford5k buildings (Philbin et al.,
2007), Oxford105k buildings (Philbin et al., 2007), Paris6k buildings (Philbin et al., 2008), Sculptures6k (Arandjelović & Zisserman, 2011), Holidays (Jégou et al., 2008) and UKbench (Nistér &
Stewénius, 2006). In table 2 we report results for our small and tiny memory representations and
compare our results to s.o.a. methods with 128 or more dimensions. In table 3 we report results
for our medium sized representations and compare their performance to that of other s.o.a. image
representations. From examining the numbers one can see that our simple image retrieval pipeline
based on ConvNet representations outperforms hand-crafted image representations, such as VLAD
and IFV, which require several iterations of learning from specialized training data. The ConvNet
representations we use have been extracted from generically trained ConvNets, and the only recourse
we make to specialized training data is in the PCA whitening.
Rep. size

Dataset
Paris6k Sculp6k1 Holidays UKB Ox105k

Method

# dim(size) Oxford5k

AlexNet
OxfordNet

256(128B)
256(128B)

45.2
53.3

58.8
67.0

23.1
37.7

74.2
71.6

88.6
84.2

41.0
48.9

AlexNet
OxfordNet

256(32B)
256(32B)

33.5
43.6

38.0
54.9

16.3
26.1

61.1
57.8

78.7
69.3

27.1
38.0

128
128
128
256

29.3
38.7
43.3
47.2

-

-

73.8
71.8
61.7
65.7

83.0
87.5
85.0
86.3

35.3
40.8

VLAD+CSurf (Xioufis et al., 2014)
mVLAD+Surf (Xioufis et al., 2014)
T-embedding (Jégou & Zisserman, 2014)
T-embedding (Jégou & Zisserman, 2014)

Table 2: Performance of small & tiny memory footprint regimes.
Dataset
Oxford5k

Paris6k

Sculp6k1

Holidays

UKB

AlexNet
OxfordNet

77.4
84.4

82.5
85.3

50.9
67.4

89.7
88.1

95.0
93.1

BoB (Arandjelović & Zisserman, 2011)
CVLAD (Zhao et al., 2013)
PR-proj (Simonyan et al., 2014)
ASMK+MA (Tolias et al., 2013)

51.4
82.5
83.8

81.0
80.5

45.4
-

82.7
88.0

90.5
-

Method

Table 3: Performance of medium memory footprint regimes.
Notes on comparisons of our work with prior arts in the field:
1) Our method extract square patches form an image and therefore includes background context
in the representation while other methods only use the features extracted from the bounding box.
This can be fixed by extracting rectangular patches from an image and the results vary for ±2%.
(Oxford5k performance drops to 82.6 while Paris6k performance increases to 87.5.)
2) Our pipelines are the first pipelines that work for both textured-less items (e.g. sculptures) and
highly-textured items (e.g. buildings) using exactly the same settings.
3) Previous methods are often specialized and learn their parameters on similar datasets and could
then suffer from domain shift. On the other hand, our pipeline does not rely on the bias of the
dataset but it can still be specialized to a high degree (fine-tuning the OxfordNet with landmark
dataset Babenko et al. (2014) increases the performance on Oxford5k up to 85.3).
In sum, the work shows that ConvNet image representations outperform other s.o.a. image representations for visual image retrieval if one selects the appropriate responses from a generic deep
ConvNet. Our result should only be viewed as a baseline and by no means we claim that our method
is optimal yet. Even the simple additions such as concatinating different architecture representations
gives a boost in performance (e.g. 87.2 for Oxford5k).
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Results for the sculpture dataset are reported using image size of 227×277×3.
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